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As a White, middle-class woman, I am among the largest demographic of educators 

nationally. I benefit from the privileges of belonging to a statistically prominent community and 

thus I feel that it is my responsibility to initiate supportive connections with my students, 

especially reaching across differences of race, culture, gender, faith, or language. My own family 

came from very humble origins in rural Appalachia, and I remain sensitive to inequities that are 

present in every instructional setting. The purpose of this writing is to provide academic and 

professional evidence for these statements of care, supported by images and material on my 

portfolio (LucyBartholomee.com). What I hope to convey goes beyond repeating information in 

my CV to flesh out my efforts to provide an inclusive, and nurturing learning environment. 

At the University of Texas at Arlington, my role is divided between the Department of 

Art & Art History and the College of Education Field Placement Office. In 2020 I joined the 

inaugural Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee for the art department. As a new 

committee, we are endeavoring to assess current practices while developing new strategies to 

improve the experiences of all students, faculty, and staff. This includes presenting new venues 

for art students to express their ideas and artwork on related social justice issues. Members of the 

committee are engaged with the university’s recently established inter-departmental commission 

on racial equity. We (the committee and department leadership) advocated for the creation of a 

monument on campus for land acknowledgement that is in the process of gaining final approval.  

AEQEP requirements for our pre-service teachers include developing skills for working 

with students and colleagues from a wide range of cultures, races, and societal contexts, 

including global perspectives. This requirement was somewhat neglected prior to this school 

year, and my colleagues in the education department expressed last spring an uncertainty in how 

to address this component of the AEQEP national standards. Inspired to rise to this occasion, I 

developed a presentation and set of discussion points that I presented to two hundred student 

teachers. This presentation included issues such as Cultural Competency, Anti-Racism, and ways 

to engage with the global community in their fields.  

Collaborating with my colleagues in 2016 at the University of North Texas to develop 

and conduct the symposium “Creating the City: Urban Art Education” provided a significant 
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opportunity to deeply engage on issues of equity and inclusion. We welcomed author Antonia 

Darder and artist Pepón Osorio, both educators as well, for a panel discussion in downtown 

Dallas. The events of the day specifically focused on aspects of art education that provide a 

platform for giving voice to children and families in urban settings. Our goal was to reveal and 

discuss the inequities suffered by communities characterized by the abandonment of affluence, 

shrinking resources, unsafe neighborhoods for families, with limited access to healthy food, 

transportation and health care. Often the term ‘urban’ is code for ‘non-White,’ and thus issues of 

Whiteness and privilege overlap with critical issues of race and urban education. Our panel 

provided vibrant discussion on the erosion of access to the arts for such communities, who have 

much to say about their quality of life and the preservation of their cultures. This evolved into an 

article published in Policy Futures in Education soon after. 

My essay Collapsing Boundaries is an investigation of issues of White identity through 

an analysis of material culture in the community of Denton in the 1920’s. Within Denton at that 

time was an African-American community called Quakertown. Photographic record shows a 

well-kept neighborhood of mostly small wood frame houses, although a few were quite large 

Victorian style homes. In 1922, there was a decision by the influential White community in 

Denton to remove the entire neighborhood of Quakertown under the guise of building a city 

park, and in fact the houses were either torn down or moved by truck to other locations as 

families were forcibly removed. My paper examined the crisis of White identity as faced by 

Depression-era (White) individuals in poverty viewing and reacting to Black families owning 

large homes, beautiful clothes, and other material objects associated with prosperity. 

Phenomenology provided an illuminating lens for this discussion with insights from Franz 

Fanon, Sarah Ahmed, and Grace Elizabeth Hale. The paper won the Graduate Student Research 

Writing Award from the University of North Texas for 2015. (The essay is available for 

download at lucybartholomee.com/publications). 

The deep connection I feel with New Orleans is not with the tourist areas, but in the 

humble, historic neighborhoods where Jazz music was born, where creativity bursts forth in 

remarkable visual and material culture objects for public and private enjoyment, and where a 

strong sense of community relationships ties people together for a lifetime. This is evident in my 

volunteer work to help rebuild houses in addition to my writing related to the creative culture of 

the city. One goal of my dissertation research in New Orleans was to honor cultural practices 



from traditionally Black neighborhoods that are denigrated by some in the local White 

community (such as the city council), yet are exploited by city promoters, advertisers, and even 

other artistic industries. Cultural practitioners such as the Mardi Gras Indians and musicians are 

well aware that movie and television production companies, photographers, recording artists, and 

producers will come to their events and film them or attempt to duplicate their creative work 

(often without permission). They take the images and recordings of music and dance and for 

their own profit, exploiting the creativity and cultural practices of individuals and neighborhood 

sub-cultures. Therefore in my dissertation work I carefully followed ethical practices as ascribed 

by the IRB review committee for UNT. While I did not profit monetarily from my interviews 

and photographs, I did benefit academically. Thus the essay, New Orleans: America’s Creative 

Crescent, published in the book from the UT Africa Conference, seeks to promote honor and 

respect for those who are continuing important regional traditions. 

In my earlier career teaching younger children, I chose to work in schools with diverse 

demographics and lower economic resources. I sought to nurture every student, every day. In 

addition to instructional practices, I created and sponsored extra-curricular programs that were 

truly accessible to everyone. I insisted on no club fees, and meeting times were scheduled during 

my lunch to allow participation by students dependent on school buses for transportation. 

Likewise, the field trips I organized to museums were free to the students and offered a nurturing 

setting to introduce them to artwork and ancient objects from all over the world. 

One of the primary reasons I continue with international educational travel in my 

teaching practice is because it breaks down racial and cultural barriers. While leading students 

overseas I have seen one trip change the course of their lives, giving them the confidence to 

study abroad for extended semesters and launching international careers. For others, it may be 

the only chance they ever have to leave the country. The students I work with have a broad range 

of economic resources. For those who need financial support for their educational travel, I work 

with them on long-term planning that includes fundraisers and scholarships to reach their goals. 

In my article for the Art Education Journal, Beyond the classroom: Discover the 

transformational power of living curriculum, I describe further examples of the meaningful 

learning that transforms myself and my students every time we travel. 

In this season of global attention on the lived experiences of racism, particularly through 

the Black Lives Matter protests, I see an important opportunity to reflect upon my own privilege 



and to encourage others along that journey. Additionally, this is a time when visual arts and 

visual culture are taking center stage to express ideas, to challenge authority, to change minds, 

and to go on speaking when our collective breath is gone. I see an incredible moment unfolding 

before us wherein art is a catalyst for creating history, so I developed and proposed a new class 

at UTA to delve into the images and the events that contextualize meaning. 

The research and education projects described here hopefully demonstrate an ethic of 

compassion and a consistent endeavor to work towards equity in society and particularly in 

academia. This is an ongoing journey to better understand and bring equity to our lives and 

classrooms. This growth is illuminating on many levels. As a woman in this era, I am developing 

a new relationship with feminist artwork and ongoing issues of contemporary feminism that 

literally open my eyes to my own lived experiences (past and present). Deepening empathy 

makes my life a richer experience. Through teaching and mentoring, I hope to uplift each of the 

students who come into my life, to inspire and demonstrate empathy, and shine a light that will 

endure long into the future. 

 
 

 


